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Abstract. The European aviation market can be characterised by extreme growth and turbulence ever since the
markets were deregulated and low cost carriers emerged on the continent. Initially the biggest toll was paid by main
legacy carriers when low costs emerged on trunk routes, which lead to the bankruptcy of Sabena, Swiss airlines and
Spanair. However, once big legacy carriers started merging and creating more alliances, sustainability was once again
reached. Despite this, as low cost carriers entered the Eastern-European market and looked to stimulate even smaller
regional routes, smaller carriers started to suffer. This article is assessing the status quo of the current European regional aviation, highlighting the recent trends and ultimately coming to a conclusion that regional airlines can be sustainable provided that certain key criteria have been met.
Keywords: aviation management, commercial development, airlines, bankruptcy, regional aviation, state aid regulations.

1. Introduction
Europe (especially the European Union) is one of the
biggest aviation markets in the world, second only to
North-America (IATA 2015), and has seen rapid growth
in passenger numbers over the last 10 years. According
to the Airbus (2016) study, the traffic from/to /within
Europe has grown by 59% from 2005 to 2015. It is also
well projected into the future that such a growth rate
will continue for the next 20 years and, based on the
Airbus global forecast (ibid.), that air traffic doubles in
every 15 years; however, most likely at a slower pace in
mature markets such as Europe. This article analyzes
what these changes so far have brought and what could
still be in the pipeline for the future across the aviation
sector in Europe. The main research object here is the

regional airline model and its chance for survival. This
is the first study looking at the regional airline business
model difficulties, especially from the Eastern-European
perspective within the Single Sky framework. As aviation data is hard to collect, the source material has come
from reputable data providers such as Airport-IS, IATA,
Innovata and OAG.
The first part of the paper describes the historical
background with reasoning on how we have come to a
situation with such examples. The second part is about
the external constraints of regional aviation and concentrates on the European legislative struggles in the
aviation field. The third part focuses on an outlook to
the future of regional aviation, which is also supported with the views from other academic scientists in the
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field presenting the current research done and their view
to different scenarios that could happen in the years to
come. The fourth part describes the current fragile economic balance of regional aviation and explains the research object. This is followed by a description of the
core essence of the research problem which has created
the instability in the regional aviation market and how
it could be overcome in the fifth part. Finally, there is a
conclusion which sums up the research and confirms the
conditions which need to be met to make regional aviation sustainable.
2. Historical background of the situation
In the last 3 decades, a major issue for airports has been
to cope with the capacity growth as they have been faced
with an extreme growth in passengers numbers at immense speed. Of course, this growth has been supported
by the increased competition which effectively reduced
the ticket prices and drove the demand for bigger aircraft, which reduced the cost per seat. Additionally, this
has been supported by the growing economy in Europe
as well as globalization and decentralization of national
boundaries.
The main developments which clearly indicate the
growing passenger volumes in Europe to be highlighted
are listed below.
1) Openings of new runways:
–– Frankfurt’s new runway Northwest, since 2011
(Fraport 2015);
–– Helsinki’s new third runway, 2002 (CAA Finland
2003);
–– Barcelona El Prat’s third runway, 2004 (Aena Barcelona 2017);
–– Manchester Airport’s second runway, 2001 (Manchester Airport 2017).
2) Openings of new terminals:
–– Heathrow’s Terminals 2 and 5, opened respectively in 2012 and 2008 (LHR Airport limited
2017);
–– Madrid Barajas’ Terminal 4, opened in 2006
(Aena Madrid 2017);
–– Munich’s new pier at Terminal 2, opened in 2016
(FMG 2016);
–– Vienna’s Terminal 3, 2012 (Fulghafen Wien
2013).
3) Construction of completely new airports:
–– Athens’ new airport, opened in 2001 (Dixon
2010);
–– Oslo’s Gardermoen airport, opened in 1998 (Bredal 1998);
–– Berlin’s Brandenburg, to be opened in 2019 at the
latest (Hall 2016);
–– Istanbul’s new airport, to be opened in 2018
(Daily Sabah 2016);

–– Warsaw’s new airport, to be opened in 2027 (Radio Poland 2017).
At the same time, the structure of the airlines carrying these passengers has changed quite significantly.
With the liberalization of the European airspace and
extension of the open skies through the enlargement of
the European Union (especially the big enlargement in
2004), low cost carriers moved from a niche player status
to a trend setter position. As historic bilateral barriers
were torn down, low cost carriers were able to fly freely between any city-pair inside the single sky. That effectively meant that, for example, passengers originating
from London going to Sweden could be carried by a Romanian airline using Irish cabin crew based in Estonia.
The initial interest of the low cost carriers was only
to serve the biggest city pairs, as they had a significantly lower cost-base than the legacy carriers and could
exploit that by taking the more price sensitive passenger segment for themselves. This lead to the first wave
of bankruptcies and restructurings in Europe with the
ceasing of operations by:
–– Sabena, the flag carrier of Belgium;
–– Swiss, the flag carrier of Switzerland;
–– Olympic Airways, the flag carrier of Greece;
–– Alitalia, the flag carrier of Italy.
The majority of the national carriers (Alitalia, airBaltic, Malev, LOT, TAP, Cyprus Airways, Estonian
Air, SAS) in the course of the low cost revolution went
through a painful restructuring process which in many
cases included the support of public money to keep the
airlines flying. The individual states felt that low cost carriers do not solve their connectivity issues because:
–– low cost carriers usually tend to fly at low frequencies (due to big aircraft which drive the seat
cost down), which is not suitable for business
people;
–– low cost carriers fly a lot of seasonal routes which
do not take into account business people’s needs
(Ryanair grounds 1/3 of their fleet for the winter
season);
–– low cost carriers fly at times that provide the
highest efficiency rather than the highest connectivity or premium times (departing at 6 am
instead of 8 am for example);
–– low cost carriers do not provide the connectivity
which is needed for business people (beyond hub
airports).
Because of these reasons, individual states and municipalities felt that there is no real alternative to having
a national carrier and, therefore, decided to make capital
investments to airlines as this kept regional municipalities content and provided control over the connectivity during the financial crisis. This, however, lead to new
legislation by the European Union to avoid distortion of
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the competition, as state money was seen as a distortion
of the competitive landscape of the market.
3. Legislative barriers which guide the European
regional landscape
In general, aviation related topics are not covered too
well in scientific journals; however, there are still some
publications to be found. The market deregulation, and
the ways of creating low cost carriers have been covered
best by Button (2000), Oum (2000), Pels (2000), Barret
(2004) and Ceto (2009). Their work was fundamental
in establishing the reasoning behind the deregulation of
the aviation markets in Europe, the Asia-Pacific region
and the USA; however, it only concentrated on the supply-demand and the concentration of the market in the
eyes of globalization. Furthermore, there is no literature
which would look into the effects of the state-aid-legislation and its impact on the European aviation market,
especially from the view point of regional airlines, which
in the author’s view have suffered the most. Therefore, a
short analysis on the impact of legislative barriers or, in
this case, the state-aid regulation on the European aviation sector is presented.
Since a number of airlines are listed in the public
stock exchange markets (SAS, Lufthansa, Air France,
British Airways, etc.), lobby groups emerged supporting
the European Union in implementing legislation against
the usage of public money to support struggling national carriers (Ceto 2009). As a result, the European Union
decided to pass a state aid legislation which also covers
regional airlines and new member state airlines in Eastern-Europe.
Ever since the state aid legislation was adopted in
2005, the European Union has almost religiously avoided any interference in the European aviation market by
public money (Official Journal of the… 2014a). Such a
development has led to a situation where regional airlines were hit the hardest. The already bankrupt airlines
of Malev, Spanair, Fly Lal, Transaero, and OLT were
joined by Cyprus Airways, Air Lituanica and Estonian
Air. A recent decision by the European competition authority to clear the state aid investigation accusations for
SAS, LOT Polish, Adria Airways, Czech Airlines, and Air
Baltic, demonstrates that regional airlines seem to be especially high-risk victims together with the airlines situated further away from the heart of Europe. However, to
get back to the starting point one needs to understand
what EU state aid regulation really is and why it was implemented. The EU state aid regulation governs that the
public sector is not allowed to make any capital injections to airlines with the following exceptions (Official
Journal of the… 2014b):
1) a state is allowed to make one time capital investments into airlines once every 10 years to
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support change in strategical decision based on
ex ante principal (provided that there is a justified expectation for profit) (point 8.3 section
164);
2) a state is allowed to make capital investments
into the airline if it can prove that the private
sector would do likewise (point 3.5.2 section 61).
These plans are then assessed by the European Union competition authority to assess the level of distortion
made by a carrier receiving state aid and measures that
such an airline would take to ensure a reduction of (or
limited) distortion. These measures are almost always reductions in the fleet, network. and the number of seats
offered. which in general supports the idea of consolidation of the aviation market in Europe.
Based on the regulation, regional airlines need to
make their strategy plans for 10 years without getting additional capital for a changing environment. In a world
of changing times this is quite difficult to execute, as aviation continues to see an increase in tremendous losses due to one time external factors such as the Icelandic
volcanic eruption, Ebola virus, Russian-Ukrainian crisis,
an economic collapse of tremendous proportions (2009
recession), Arab Spring, different terror attacks (Brussel
airport terror attack, Paris terror attack, Nice terror attack, etc.), etc.
While governments are allowed to support bus
companies during economic downturns, ferry operators,
train conglomerates however aviation have been chosen
as the place for fair play. One of the main causes for that
comes from the early 2000s, when low cost carriers started to emerge in Europe by engaging regional airports
which fell into disuse with the development of enhanced
ground transportation (bullet trains and new highways)
and were looking for ways to survive.
Such small secondary airports reduced their charges to non-sustainable levels to become attractive to the
new breed of airlines – low cost carriers (Botond 2004).
As traditional carrier network planning is done in search
of solid business demand between major cities out of
which one is the hub airport (the base of the airline), the
regional airports were looking for alternative solutions.
With the help of numerous consultants and advisors who
continued to emphasize the benefits of aviation to local
governments and municipalities, public funding (mostly
municipal) was allocated to support operating the airports below market prices with additional financial support granted to low cost carriers (Kukemelk 2014).
4. Regional airline business model difficulties
Actually, such a move meant that small secondary airports were partly able to reverse the traffic development
trends and make more effective use of the developing
infrastructure and lure more people from secondary
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airports with low (effectively subsidized) prices. As
low cost carriers continued to enjoy financial support
which provided a cost-base well below the ones of legacy carriers, traditional airlines started to lobby for more
transparent policies for aviation. That meant that public
money should be limited when supporting airports and
airlines to ensure a transparent and competitive landscape for all industry participants.
Unfortunately, this step hit the regional airlines
hardest, and not low cost carriers. As low cost carriers
continued to make marketing agreements which as such
could not be forbidden with existing legislation, regional carriers, which were mostly state owned, had to compete with their high cost-base and in many cases had to
execute the state’s aviation strategy, which left limited
chances for sustainable business development (airBaltic, Tarom, LOT, etc.). As states did not accept downsizing of the airlines’ networks or fleets in fear of job loss
and economic downturn just before the next elections,
the airlines had to start taking increasingly drastic steps
for survival. Change of management became ever more
common, for example, in a 3-year time period (from
2006–2009), LOT Polish had 7 CEOs each implementing
their own strategy (LOT Polish 2016).
Whilst these problems created significant financial trouble for airlines under full or partial state control, independent carriers resumed to function in sound
economic conditions. Some of these airlines are, for example, BMIregional, Wideroe, Luxair, Darwin, Malmö
Aviation, and others. However, what is also common for
most of them is that apart from being private (or mostly
private) they are also situated in very developed countries such as UK, Norway, Luxembourg, Switzerland, and
Sweden. It can be argued that their results were not hindered as much as those of other airlines in Europe during the last recession due to the fact that their respective
home countries had only a limited exposure to the crisis.
At the same time private regional carriers in Eastern-Europe suffered greatly with Carpatair being in insolvency and closing its scheduled services, and OLT
Poland together with Aerosvit suffering full bankruptcy (CH-aviation 2014). This shows that the impact on
the aviation market in Europe was not on equal terms in
Western-Europe as in Eastern-Europe, also the reserves
to cope with such a crisis were significantly different on
both sides of Europe.
5. Implications arising from the situation
As regional carriers started to shrink in size eventually,
troubled regional airports (many capital airports such as
Riga, Vilnius, Tallinn, Warsaw, Prague, Bucharest, Budapest, Sofia, etc.) started looking for ways to increase passenger output. The main growth engines out there were
low cost carriers, which were willing to start flights from

these (secondary) airports for low charges and substantial marketing support. This reduced the regional airlines competitiveness even further, as they were unable
to compete for the price-sensitive market segment.
Due to financial difficulties, governments made
capital investments to keep the airlines afloat hoping for
a positive reaction from the European Union. Unfortunately in the case of Malev, Cyprus Airways, and Estonian Air, it did not come through and carriers ceased operations after the claim of the European Commission to
pay back the illegal state aid. Others, such as Air Baltic,
LOT Polish, and SAS, got some extra time as their state
aid support plans were accepted by the European Commission and they can now implement them over the next
10 years.
I do not claim that the only reason for the demise
of regional airlines is the low-cost subsidies from the regional airports as there is and was a lot of inefficiency
as well. Being a small airline with a long history, union
agreements, certain setup, and a hierarchic workforce
with a historically potentially expensive or inefficient
fleet, reduced the airlines’ survival options. However,
these issues could have been solved with proper restructuring and capital investment, provided that there is will.
All of these reasons are very valid and clear, and
there are no plans to alter the path of low cost emergence
in Europe. On the contrary, competition has become a bit
more fair in recent years, as the European Commission
finally identified the root cause of uncompetitive regional airlines. In the beginning of 2014, a new regulation
was introduced on state aid legislation and also on airports (European Commission 2014, new State). Nevertheless, the question is do regional airlines have a future
to count on. We can conclude that low cost aviation has
come to stay and even to grow further. At the same time
in the European Union, big established traditional carriers such as Lufthansa, IAG, and Air France-KLM, will
most likely survive. However, their survival comes at the
cost of adapting to the market. In their group, all three
carriers have at least one low-cost carrier (Lufthansa
with Eurowings, IAG – Vueling, and Air-France-KLM –
Transavia), and they have had to make significant cuts in
their services offered to customers limiting items which
were historically considered to be the identifiers of a traditional carrier, such as:
–– free baggage (Lufthansa, KLM, and Air France,
charge for checked luggage);
–– free meals on board (KLM and Air France
dropped free cabin service);
–– bigger seat pitch on board the plane (Lufthansa
and British Airways have a seat pitch from 30
inch and up, Air France 31 inch and up, whereas
Norwegian, which is a low cost, has it between
29–31 inches).
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The majority of the struggling regional carriers in
Europe have their operational bases in Eastern-Europe.
Eastern-Europe, having lower productivity and lower
cost of living, is still trying to cope with the introduction
of market economy. Based on the main macroeconomic
indicators, such as average salary, GDP per capita, and
foreign direct investment portion, one can draw couple
of conclusions:
–– salaries are lower than in Western-Europe (due to
multiple structural and institutional circumstances), leading to a lower cost base;
–– due to lower salaries, consumer purchasing power is lower, resulting in reduced purchasing power and hence lower potential for air travel;
–– as airline business is volume business (especially
aircraft acquisition), those regional carriers also
face higher capital-cost.
6. Traffic origin
Since the majority of the traffic in Eastern-European
countries is on the east-west axis, it means that Eastern-European airlines mostly fly towards Western-Europe
whereas carrying mostly people originating from Western-Europe (due to higher purchasing power). When
researching the amount of routes available for selection
from Eastern European capital cities, it is obvious that the
highest amount of routes is concentrated towards Western
Europe in comparison with Eastern Europe.
For research purposes, the airports chosen represent the bigger and most representative sample of main
airports of Eastern-European capitals as seen on Figure 1:
–– Warsaw Chopin Airport;
–– Budapest Airport;
–– Prague Airport;
–– Riga Airport;
–– Vilnius Airport;
–– Bucharest Airport.
The route is considered to be going to Western-Europe if it is bound for the following countries: Germany,
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, United Kingdom,
Ireland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark,
Austria, Switzerland, France, Spain, Portugal, Italy,
Greece, Cyprus, and Malta.
The route is considered to be going to Eastern-Europe if it is bound for following countries: Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia- Herzegovina, Montenegro, Kosovo, Albania, FYR Macedonia,
Bulgaria, Romania, Moldova, Ukraine, Russia, Georgia,
Armenia, and Azerbaijan.
The differentiation can be seen on the map (Fig. 2),
where Eastern-Europe is in orange and Western-Europe
is in blue in compliance with the list presented above.
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This study does not look into domestic routes and
long-haul routes to the rest of the world to keep the data
comparable. In Eastern-Europe, domestic routes are really only a significant portion of the routes in Poland,
Ukraine, and Romania. However, taking them into account would not highlight the real traffic direction and
flows. The same applies for long-haul flights which would
be difficult to position in any of these fields and which
only represent a small portion of the traffic originating
from Eastern Europe.
Based on the analysis summarized in Table 1, it is
clear that the majority of the routes and, consequently,
the majority of the traffic is travelling on the east-west
axis inside Eastern-Europe. On the basis of data of the
selected Eastern-European airports, on average 78% of
all routes head towards the West (based on the criteria
set above) and only 21% go to the east. Bucharest has the
highest share of West-bound flights (91%), while Kiev’s
Boryspil has the lowest one with only more than half of
the flights heading West (56%).
These results exclude intercontinental flights and
domestic flights. The results of the analysis can be seen
in Table 2 highlighting the percentage of all flights taking
place to a certain direction. The data has been collected

Fig. 1. Airports included in the route study on the Great-circle
mapper

Fig. 2. List of countries distributed into the Eastern- and
Western-Europe directions
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Airport

Routes WesternEurope

Routes EasternEurope

Warsaw Chopin
Airport

92

39

Budapest Ferenc
Liszt Airport

107

18

Vilnius Airport

59

13

Riga Airport

69

22

Prague Vaclav
Havel Airport

143

42

Kiev Boryspil
Airport

40

31

–– Eastern Europe is not interesting enough from
the tourism point of view for Eastern European
tourists, who, if they travel there, prefer cheaper
means of transportation such as trains and buses.
This process will most likely change as Eastern-European living standards are rising; however, as long as
the average salary of Eastern Europe remains more than
2 times below the average salary of Western-Europe, it
is clear that such developments will take a significant
amount of time. Until the gap in the market capitalization and average salaries remain high, it is very likely
that high levels of low cost passengers will travel on Eastern-European bound routes (Vidovic et al. 2006).

Bucharest Henri
Coanda Airport

123

12

7. Conclusions

Table 1. List of routes to Eastern-Europe and Western-Europe

from the OAG database (17.10.2016 status). OAG is a
global collector and distributor of commercial airline
schedules. It is an actual database used by airlines and
global distribution platforms for selling tickets and for
schedule composition.
The data in Table 2 is based on the total number of
routes which qualify for “East” or “West” according to
the classification highlighted previously. The total average is calculated by taking the sum of all routes to the
West and the sum of all routes to the East.
Table 2. Share of routes to the East and West
Airport

West bound

East bound

Warsaw – WAW

70%

30%

Budapest – BUD

86%

14%

Vilnius – VNO

82%

18%

Riga – RIX

76%

24%

Prague – PRG

77%

23%

Kiev – KBP

56%

44%

Bucharest – OTP

91%

9%

Average

78%

22%

The results highlight that Western-European routes
dominate the landscape in the sample airports of Eastern-Europe. There could be several underlying factors at
play; however, it is the author’s belief that the most fundamental underlying reasons may be that:
–– Eastern European companies do not have enough
capital yet to make major expansions to other
Eastern-European markets, and hence the majority of corporate travel still takes place from
West to East;
–– Western-European companies are capital rich
and are still the basis for most of the business
traffic between the East and West;

Whilst Eastern-European airlines (most of them regional
airlines) have a lower personnel cost, they are still faced
with a higher capital cost. Additionally, as they are competing for passengers originating mostly not from their
home or base country (business traffic originating from
Western-Europe), then they need to be:
–– cheaper than Western-European airlines (lower
cost base due to lower revenue generation ability);
–– offering better service than Western-European
airlines;
–– making bigger investments in marketing to
change passengers’ travel behavior.
As passenger preference is mostly higher for home
carriers (national carriers), the ability to compete for
higher paying customers is a significant challenge.
IATA airline financial results combination for European airlines for 2017 is a 2.9% profit (IATA 2016),
which provides some hope for the airline sector as profit
margins are back from the lows of 2012 at a mere 0.7%
(IATA 2015). However, the sector average weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is at 6.9% (IATA 2016),
which is high above the profit margins. Furthermore, it
is expected that regional carriers in Eastern-Europe have
a WACC ranging between 7–10% at times (based on the
author’s sole belief founded on his experience of working and consulting Eastern-European airlines), when the
interest rates by the ECB are at a record low of –0.4%
(European Central Bank 2016).
Therefore, it is clear that if regional airlines in Eastern-Europe want to survive, they need to find capital
which does not expect any returns. That kind of capital, however, only comes from the governmental sector,
which is greatly interested in having its own airlines to
secure the jobs and to be responsible for tourism development accessibility in the region.
To come back to the fact that the EC only allows
state investments into regional airlines every 10 years,
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only one conclusion can be drawn – if states want to keep
their national airlines, they need to make huge one-time
investments into their national carriers every 10 years.
That, however, guarantees neither sustainability nor fair
competition in the European air market, which is the
goal of the EC. Bearing that in mind, as we are going
to see this kind of investments being made into regional
airlines in Eastern-Europe every 10–12 years, we can expect further rule changes from the EC.
The only lifeline for Eastern-European carriers is
that the average salaries and purchasing power are rising, so if this continues, then in 30 years time they will
have caught up with Western-Europe and they will have
become competitive. However, as 30 years is a long time,
we do not know what will be the main driving forces in
European aviation by then. However, provided that there
is a solid business plan and sufficient funding in place,
regional airlines can have a sustainable future coming
from a lower cost-base and the ability to offer to fly for
bigger airlines capitalizing on their lower overhead. This
process in the USA made regional airlines sustainable in
the 1970–1980s; however, it ceased their own commercial risk operations.
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